Each year, the College of Engineering produces nearly 2,500 GRADUATES who are ready to impact the state, national and global economy.

Surveys conducted by the *Wall Street Journal* and online recruiting company HiringSolved have identified NC State engineers as being some of THE MOST SOUGHT-AFTER JOB CANDIDATES IN SILICON VALLEY AND BEYOND.

The College ranks in the TOP 12 NATIONALLY in research expenditures among colleges of engineering. Those expenditures, from funding chiefly provided by private industry and the federal government, contribute significantly to the state and local economy.

Thanks to a legislative initiative called Engineering North Carolina’s Future, the College of Engineering will add 4,000 students and 130 faculty members over the next few years. The move was designed to help meet the needs of North Carolina’s growing technology workforce after major announcements by Apple, Google, FUJIFILM Diosynth and other companies to locate in or expand in North Carolina.

NC State ranked FOURTH NATIONALLY for startups launched among universities without a medical school and first in active licenses and options.
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